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For that reason we have been selected as an official publisher of
endorsed material for Cambridge International Examinations.

Hodder Education publishes textbooks endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations for a wide range of their
syllabuses and curriculum frameworks. Endorsed resources
have been through a rigorous and independent review
process to assure the syllabus coverage and quality standards
of the materials. Hodder Education resources are used with
confidence by Cambridge students around the world.
Cambridge International Examinations
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trusted by Cambridge schools around the world to
provide quality support for teaching and learning.
Today we continue to offer a full service of print
and digital material, plus teacher training in almost
every subject at every level.
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cambridge primary

Cambridge Primary Maths

NEW

Student
Books

Learner’s Book
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this title.
Develop learners’ mathematical fluency, problem solving and reasoning skills using the mastery
approach with this series of Learner’s Books, aiding preparation for the Progression and Cambridge
Primary Tests.
• Introduces topics through engaging starter activities
• Develops mathematical language with New Words and worked examples
• Illustrates topics clearly and vividly with imaginative design and relatable characters
• Builds fluency and mathematical reasoning skills by exploring, clarifying, practising and then
extending concepts to ensure learners master mathematical ideas
• Enhances learners’ ability to apply their skills and solve non-routine mathematical problems, by
ensuring they secure a deep conceptual understanding of the subject
• Supports learners of all abilities with hints and Try This extension challenges
• Secures knowledge with problem solving integrated throughout
• Incorporates Assessment for Learning through self-check activities at the end of each unit.

Workbook
Consolidate learning, deepen conceptual understanding and develop problem solving skills through
practice questions; ideal for independent learning, homework or extension activities.
• Supports and builds on knowledge gained from the Learner’s Book with practice exercises.
• Provides additional ‘intelligent practice’ through variation.
• Challenges learners to deepen and extend their understanding
• Incorporates the principles of variation and intelligent practice in each activity

Teachers Resource Packs
Save time and ensure full coverage of learning objectives with concise teaching notes and
assessment support, built on a mastery approach to embed mathematical understanding.
• Ensures clarity about the mastery approach with clear background information
• Saves time with suggestions for starter activities relating to activities from the Learner’s book, to
introduce and explore new concepts
• Assists formative and summative assessment with essential guidance
• Allows flexibility and freedom to adapt ideas to the needs of the class whilst still being supportive
and informative
• Provides answers to Workbook questions, practice tests and Learner’s book activities
• Safeguards understanding with further activities and ideas for teaching to ensure that all learners
master the concepts required.
For information on the Digital Resource Packs for this series please turn to page 6
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NEW

Cambridge Primary Maths

Learner’s Books
Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Book 1				

9781471884313

£11.50

January 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Book 2

			

9781471884337

£11.50

March 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Book 3

			

9781471884368

£11.50

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Book 4 				

9781471884375

£11.50

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Book 5

			

9781471884405

£11.50

March 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Book 6

			

9781471884429

£11.50

January 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Workbook 1			

9781471884566

£5.99

January 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Workbook 2

		

9781471884597

£5.99

March 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Workbook 3 			

9781471884610

£5.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Workbook 4 			

9781471884634

£5.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Workbook 5 			

9781471884658

£5.99

March 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Workbook 6 			

9781471884672

£5.99

January 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Teacher’s Resource Pack 1

9781471884443

£41.99

January 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Teacher’s Resource Pack 2

9781471884467

£41.99

March 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Teacher’s Resource Pack 3

9781471884481

£41.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Teacher’s Resource Pack 4

9781471884504

£41.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Teacher’s Resource Pack 5

9781471884528

£41.99

March 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths: Teacher’s Resource Pack 6

9781471884542

£41.99

January 2017

Workbooks

Teacher’s Resource Packs

www.hoddereducation.com
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cambridge primary

Cambridge Primary Science

NEW

Student
Books

Learner’s Book
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this title.
Support students in mastering the ideas and skills needed to proceed successfully through the
Cambridge primary science framework with a wide range of activities and investigations to help you
deliver the science mastery approach.
• Establishes previous knowledge, skills and understanding of concepts with a student-led
investigation at the start of each unit.
• Determines whether students have properly mastered the objectives for each unit with further
student-led investigations at the end.
• Expands vocabulary and understanding with key scientific words to learn and practise
• Encourages peer assessment opportunities with talk partner activities throughout
• Inspires students to predict and question outcomes and concepts with investigations that
demonstrate and test key scientific points
• Evaluates learning with practice tests at the end of each chapter for summative assessment purposes

Workbooks
Consolidate and reinforce knowledge and understanding of the concepts covered in the Learner’s
Book through practice activities, supporting the mastery approach.
• Practise using the key skills covered in the Learner’s Book with activities designed to extend
knowledge and understanding
• Encourages students to assess their mastery of the objectives with a self-assessment chart at the end
of every unit

Teachers Resource Pack
Save time and ensure full coverage of the course objectives with ideas for teaching and
comprehensive notes to help successfully deliver the Science mastery approach.
• Saves time with quick and easy reference of the Cambridge Primary objectives and codes with an
overview for each unit and lesson
• Ensures full understanding of the Science mastery approach with introductory information regarding
how it looks in the classroom and how to adopt the approach when planning and delivering a lesson
• Deepens understanding of the concepts and skills in the Learner’s Books with further activities,
allowing learners to practise
• Introduce the Learner’s Book pages with engaging starter activities with links to the accompanying
digital resource
• Clarifies the purpose of the activities in the Learner’s Book and gives the extra scientific knowledge
needed to teach the lesson with supporting background information
• Support activities in the Leaner’s Book with teaching notes and answers. References to the
supporting workbook and digital resources given
• Keep track of learners progress with success criteria listed for assessment purposes for each lesson
• Contains workbook, digital resource and practice test answers in full
• Helps lesson planning with 2 photocopiable masters for each unit.
For information on the Digital Resource Packs for this series please turn to page 6
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NEW

Cambridge Primary Science

Learner’s Books
Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Learner’s Book 1 		 9781471883910

£11.50

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Learner’s Book 2 		 9781471883835

£11.50

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Learner’s Book 3 		 9781471883996

£11.50

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Learner’s Book 4		 9781471884023

£11.50

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Learner’s Book 5 		 9781471884054

£11.50

May 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Learner’s book 6 		 9781471884085

£11.50

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Workbook 1 			 9781471883941

£5.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Workbook 2 			 9781471883880

£5.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Workbook 3 			 9781471884191

£5.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Workbook 4 		 9781471884214

£5.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Workbook 5 			 9781471884245

£5.99

May 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Workbook 6 			 9781471884252

£5.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Teacher’s Pack 1 		 9781471883965

£41.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Teacher’s Pack 2 		 9781471883866

£41.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Teacher’s Pack 3 		 9781471884115

£41.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Teacher’s Pack 4 		 9781471884139

£41.99

April 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Teacher’s Pack 5 		 9781471884153

£41.99

May 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science: Teacher’s Pack 6 		 9781471884177

£41.99

April 2017

Workbooks

Teacher’s Packs

www.hoddereducation.com
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cambridge primary

Cambridge Primary Digital Resource Packs
Digital
resources

Cambridge Primary Mathematics Digital Resource Pack
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain
endorsement for this title.
Supporting teachers with the introduction of mathematical concepts in the
classroom; available online as part of Dynamic Learning and also on CD Rom.
• Model key concepts to the whole class using the digital maths toolkit on the
whiteboard.
• Engage learners with fun animations, bringing mathematical concepts to life.
• Assist with the pronunciation of mathematical terms with the audio glossary.
• Build subject knowledge with short, targeted CPD videos.
Hodder Cambridge Primary Mathematics Digital Resource 1		

9781471884696

£95.00

June 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Mathematics Digital Resource 2		

9781471884702

£95.00

June 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Mathematics Digital Resource 3		

9781471884719

£95.00

May 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Mathematics Digital Resource 4		

9781471884726

£95.00

May 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Mathematics Digital Resource 5		

9781471884733

£95.00

May 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Mathematics Digital Resource 6		

9781471884740

£95.00

June 2017

Cambridge Primary Science Digital Resource Pack
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain
endorsement for this title.
Supporting teachers with the introduction of scientific concepts in the
classroom; available online as part of Dynamic Learning and also on CD Rom.
• Demonstrate key learning points through special selected videos.
• Develop and engage learners with interactive activities.
• Assist with the pronunciation of scientific terms with the audio glossary.
• Build subject knowledge with short, targeted CPD videos
Hodder Cambridge Primary Science Digital Resource 1		

9781471883989

£75.00

July 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science Digital Resource 2		

9781471883903

£75.00

July 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science Digital Resource 3		

9781471884276

£75.00

July 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science Digital Resource 4		

9781471884283

£75.00

July 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science Digital Resource 5		

9781471884290

£75.00

July 2017

Hodder Cambridge Primary Science Digital Resource 6		

9781471884306

£75.00

Aug 2017

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
*A small school is up to 900 students. A large school is 901+ students.
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cambridge primary

Cambridge Primary English
Student
Books

Series editor: Dr Wendy Jolliffe
Designed to be mindful of learners where English is not their first language, including the only audio
material for this course
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, these can be used in class and for homework
throughout the year as your core set of books.
Hodder Cambridge Primary English aids preparation for the Progression tests and Primary
Checkpoint test and offers full coverage of the Cambridge Primary English curriculum frameworks for
Stages 1-6. There is a Student’s Book, Workbook and a Teacher’s Pack available for each stage.
Ensure full coverage of the syllabus, and support material covered by the Learner’s Book and
Workbook with notes, ideas, answers, and further activities.
• Support activities from Learner’s Book and Workbook with teaching notes and answers
• Deepen understanding of the concepts and skills in the Learner’s Books with further activities,
allowing learners to practise.
• Stay on target with a complete objectives overview for each unit and lesson.
• Assess students in class with suggestions for success criteria.

Learner’s Book

endorsed

Ensure full coverage of learning objectives for the Cambridge Primary English curriculum and aid
preparation for the progression tests and Primary Checkpoint test, with a series that’s mindful of
learners where English is not their first language.
• Stimulates learners with model texts and activities
• Addresses the key objectives: phonics, spelling, grammar, punctuation, reading, writing, speaking
and listening clearly and vividly with engaging design.
• Support activities and knowledge covered in the Learner’s Book with the Workbook and Teacher’s
Resource.

Workbook

endorsed

Support knowledge and understanding from the Learner’s Book with practical workbooks designed
to be mindful of learners where English is not their first language.
• Saves time when planning with ready-made homework or extension activities.
• Challenges students to develop their learning further.
• Develop and expand on what’s taken place in the lesson.

Teacher’s Pack

endorsed

The Cambridge Primary English course that is mindful of learners where English is not their first
language.
This Teacher’s Pack supports the material in the accompanying Student’s Book with:
• lesson notes
• pointers for teaching specific skills and objectives
• differentiation ideas
• tips for summative and formative assessment.

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge Primary English

Learner’s Books
Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Learner’s Book Stage 1

9781471831003

144pp £11.50

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Learner’s Book Stage 2

9781471830211

144pp £11.50

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Learner’s Book Stage 3

9781471830976

144pp £11.50

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Learner’s Book Stage 4

9781471830266

144pp £11.50

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Learner’s Book Stage 5

9781471830761

144pp £11.50

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Student Book Stage 6 		

9781471830204

144pp £11.50

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Teacher’s Pack Stage 1 		

9781471831010

144pp £41.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Teacher’s Pack Stage 2 		

9781471830259

144pp £41.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Teacher’s Pack Stage 3 		

9781471830983

144pp £41.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Teacher’s Pack Stage 4 		

9781471830273

144pp £41.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Teacher’s Pack Stage 5 		

9781471830952

144pp £41.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Teacher’s Pack Stage 6 		

9781471830228

144pp £41.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Workbook Stage 1		

9781471831027

72pp

£4.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Workbook Stage 2		

9781471830242

72pp

£4.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Workbook Stage 3 		

9781471830990

72pp

£4.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Workbook Stage 4 		

9781471830280

72pp

£4.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Workbook Stage 5 		

9781471830969

72pp

£4.99

Hodder Cambridge Primary English: Workbook Stage 6 		

9781471830235

72pp

£4.99

Teacher’s Packs

Workbooks
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Ready to Go Lessons
English series editor: Emily Budinger
Maths series editor: Paul Broadbent
Science series editor: Judith Amery
Save planning and preparation time with this Cambridge endorsed bank of step-by-step lesson plans
and photocopiable resources.
This series contains one book per stage for each subject. They contain easy-to-use lesson plans
and activities that can be photocopied for use by learners in class or as homework. These books are
modelled to the teaching approaches in the new Cambridge Primary Teacher Guides.
• Written and edited by experienced practitioners and authors
• Save time planning and preparing lessons with a range of ready to use activities
• Use to supplement your existing scheme or as a stand-alone resource
They are ideal for use alongside both Hodder Cambridge Primary English (p7) and Revise for
Cambridge Primary Checkpoint (p10) with ideas for teaching and consolidating specific objectives of the
curriculum.

English

endorsed

English Stage 1 		

9781444177107

192pp

£47.50

English Stage 2 		

9781444177053

192pp

£47.50

English Stage 3 		

9781444177060

192pp

£47.50

English Stage 4 		

9781444177077

192pp

£47.50

English Stage 5 		

9781444177084

192pp

£47.50

English Stage 6 		

9781444177091

192pp

£47.50

Mathematics Stage 1 		

9781444177602

192pp

£47.50

Mathematics Stage 2 		

9781444177596

192pp

£47.50

Mathematics Stage 3 		

9781444177589

192pp

£47.50

Mathematics Stage 4 		

9781444177619

192pp

£47.50

Mathematics Stage 5 		

9781444177626

192pp

£47.50

Mathematics Stage 6 		

9781444177633

192pp

£47.50

Science Stage 1 		

9781444177824

192pp

£47.50

Science Stage 2 		

9781444177831

192pp

£47.50

Science Stage 3 		

9781444177848

192pp

£47.50

Science Stage 4 		

9781444177855

192pp

£47.50

Science Stage 5 		

9781444177862

192pp

£47.50

Science Stage 6 		

9781444177879

192pp

£47.50

Mathematics

Science

endorsed

endorsed

www.hoddereducation.com
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Revise for Cambridge Primary Checkpoint
Revision
resources

English
Author: Stephanie Austwick
Series Editor: Kate Ruttle
Mathematics
Authors: Paul Broadbent and Peter Patilla
Edited by: Barbara Carr
Science
Author: Peter D. Riley
Series Editor: Caroline Wood
Boost learner confidence, plan revision and gain valuable insight ahead of the Cambridge Primary
Checkpoint Tests with Cambridge endorsed Teacher’s Guides and Student Study Guides.

Study Guides

endorsed

The Study Guides can be used for homework or additional practice in class alongside the Teacher’s
Guide. They contain revision activities for all the strands of the curriculum, including review tests for
checking students’ progress.
• Break down key facts and words in a manageable format
• Provide lots of essential revision activities
• Include challenge sections for higher-level students

Workbook

endorsed

Support knowledge and understanding from the Learner’s Book with practical workbooks designed to
be mindful of learners where English is not their first language.
• Saves time when planning with ready-made homework or extension activities.
• Challenges students to develop their learning further.
• Develop and expand on what’s taken place in the lesson.

Teacher’s Guides

endorsed

Help you plan with an overview of the learning objectives
• Develop lessons with activities and supporting photocopiables
• Include practice papers in the style of the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint Tests
These resources have been designed specifically for use during Stage 6 to prepare and support students
working towards the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint test. They can be used successfully alongside
Hodder Cambridge Primary English (p7) and Ready to Go Lessons (p9) for complete support.
English
English Study Guide 			

9781444178289

96pp

£10.50

English Teacher’s Guide 			

9781444178319

128pp

£41.99

Mathematics Study Guide 			

9781444178296

96pp

£10.50

Mathematics Teacher’s Guide 			

9781444178326

128pp

£41.99

Science Study Guide 			

9781444178302

96pp

£10.50

Science Teacher’s Guide 			

9781444178333

128pp

£39.99

Mathematics

Science
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Cambridge Secondary 1 Checkpoint English
Student
Books

Revision
resources

cambridge secon dary

Student’s Books, Teacher’s Resources and Workbooks author: John Reynolds
Revision Guide authors: John Reynolds and Patricia Acres
The series that clearly identifies and provides practice for key language skills.
• Matched to the Cambridge Secondary 1 English Curriculum Framework and updated for 2017 in line
with the revised syllabus statements to ensure the best support
• Provides guidance for teachers and prepares students ahead of the Cambridge Checkpoint Test
• Written to ensure language is appropriate for students from around the world and includes an audio
CD of reading extracts

Student’s Books

endorsed

Includes carefully selected text types from a broad range of countries and cultures to ensure complete
engagement in your classroom.

Teacher’s Resources

endorsed

CD-ROM

Outlines opportunities for reading, writing, speaking and listening, highlighting the key skills required
in each chapter and providing guidance on suggested alternative texts to help you deliver the course
with more confidence. The free audio CD has extracts of readings of poetry and prose from the
corresponding Student’s Book.

Workbooks
Write-in books with plenty of additional questions, including clearly identified questions on grammar
and punctuation, comprehension, use of language and essay planning. The Workbooks are ideal for
use in class or as homework throughout the year.

Revision Guide
Builds your students’ confidence throughout Stage 3.
Stage 1
Student’s Book 1 			

9781444143836

152pp

£17.50

Teacher’s Resource Book 1 + CD 			

9781444143898

80pp

£80.00

Workbook 1 			

9781444184440

96pp

£6.00

Student’s Book 2 			

9781444143850

136pp

£17.50

Teacher’s Resource Book 2 + CD 			

9781444143904

90pp

£80.00

Workbook 2 			

9781444184426

88pp

£6.00

Student’s Book 3 			

9781444143874

144pp

£17.50

Teacher’s Resource Book 3 + CD 			

9781444143911

96pp

£80.00

Workbook 3 			

9781444184464

88pp

£6.00

Revision Guide 			

9781444180725

96pp

£11.50

Stage 2

Stage 3

The Revision Guide and Workbooks have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge Secondary 1 Checkpoint Maths

cambridge secon dary

Student
Books

Revision
resources

Student’s Books, Teacher’s Resources and Workbooks authors: Ric Pimentel and Terry Wall
Revision Guide author: Alan Smith
Progress your students’ understanding with support for mental strategies.
• Matched to the Cambridge Secondary 1 Maths Curriculum Framework to ensure the best support
• Provides guidance for teachers and prepares students ahead of the Cambridge Checkpoint Test
• Written to ensure language is appropriate for students from around the world

Student’s Books

endorsed

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, these will help demonstrate the practical
applications of maths to your students through a culturally varied range of examples.

Teacher’s Resources

endorsed

CD-ROM

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, these offer plenty of extra guidance, plus a range
of ready-to-use mental tests and practice tests with full mark schemes.

Workbooks

endorsed

Write-in book for use in class and for homework, with a parallel practice exercise for every exercise in
the Student’s Book.

Revision Guide
Offers comprehensive support and revision activities at the end of Stage 3.

Stage 1
Student’s Book 1 		

9781444143959

224pp

£17.50

Teacher’s Resource Book 1 + CD 		

9781444143928

112pp

£80.00

Workbook 1 		

9781444144017

112pp

£6.00

Student’s Book 2 		

9781444143973

184pp

£17.50

Teacher’s Resource Book 2 + CD 		

9781444143935

96pp

£80.00

Workbook 2 		

9781444144031

96pp

£6.00

Student’s Book 3 		

9781444143997

184pp

£17.50

Teacher’s Resource Book 3 + CD 		

9781444143942

96pp

£80.00

Workbook 3 		

9781444144055

96pp

£6.00

Revision Guide 		

9781444180718

96pp

£11.50

Stage 2

Stage 3

The Revision Guide has not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
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Cambridge Secondary 1 Checkpoint Science
Student
Books

Revision
resources

cambridge secon dary

Student’s Books, Teacher’s Resources and Workbooks author: Peter D Riley
Revision Guide authors: Peter D Riley and Mike Cole
Spark engagement and understanding with the strongest emphasis on Scientific Enquiry.
• Topics organised by subject allowing flexibility to teach strands separately or as combined science
• Helps students demonstrate an investigative and experimental approach
• Written to ensure language is appropriate for students from around the world

Student’s Books

endorsed

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, these help your students demonstrate an
investigative and experimental approach, with a strong emphasis on Scientific Enquiry.

Teacher’s Resources

endorsed

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, these offer detailed support with the practical
aspects of the course, and include plenty of homework activities and worksheets.

Workbooks
A write-in book for use in class and for homework that builds confidence and understanding throughout
the year through hundreds of additional practice questions.

Revision Guide
The support material to build your students’ confidence throughout Stage 3 and specifically in
preparation for the Cambridge Checkpoint Test.

Stage 1
Student’s Book 1 		

9781444126037

240pp

£19.00

Teacher’s Resource Book 1 		

9781444143805

160pp

£99.00

Workbook 1 		

9781444183467

96pp

£6.00

Student’s Book 2 		

9781444143751

216pp

£19.00

Teacher’s Resource Book 2 		

9781444143812

168pp

£99.00

Workbook 2 		

9781444183481

104pp

£6.00

Student’s Book 3 		

9781444143782

256pp

£19.00

Teacher’s Resource Book 3 		

9781444143829

204pp

£99.00

Workbook 3 		

9781444183504

96pp

£6.00

Revision Guide 		

9781444180732

96pp

£11.50

Stage 2

Stage 3

The Revision Guide and Workbooks have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge IGCSE® English First Language 		
(0500 and 0522)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Revision
resources

John Reynolds
Provide a strong focus on the four skills and help your students prepare for assessment with a
Cambridge endorsed textbook and accompanying material.
These titles have been written for the latest Cambridge IGCSE First Language English (0500 and 0522)
syllabuses.

Student’s Book Third Edition

endorsed

Print & Digital

CD-ROM

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations and written by a subject expert.
• Develops the skills necessary to become a better reader and writer

cambridge I GCSE

• Offers detailed advice and preparation for the examination
• Teaches skills for successful writing of essays and coursework assignments

Workbook
A write-in book that builds students’ confidence with additional questions and practice in the style of
the exam. It will also help save you time with a range of questions that are ideal for use in class, or as
homework assignments.

Teacher’s CD
Supports your teaching with an example programme of study, detailed teaching notes, resource
material and the workbook answers.

Study and Revision Guide

NEW

Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to achieve their best.
• Specifies the skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course
• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book
Cambridge IGCSE® English First Language
Student’s Book 		 9781444191660

176pp

£23.50

Student eTextbook 		 9781471842559 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Workbook 		 9781444191684

£6.50

88pp

Teacher’s CD 		 9781444191691 		

£95.00 + VAT

Study and Revision Guide 		 9781471894572 		

£12.50

March 2017

The Workbook, Study and Revision Guide and Teacher’s CD have not been through the Cambridge endorsement
process.
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Cambridge IGCSE® English – Second
Language (0510 and 0511)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Revision
resources

Digital
resources

A cost-effective way to teach all the syllabus components with a single textbook covering two years
and free digital material.
This series fully supports the latest syllabuses for Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second Language
(0510 and 0511) and covers the reading, writing, speaking and listening objectives.

Student’s Book

CD-ROM

John Reynolds
• Focuses on important language features, such as inference, opinion and attitude
• Develops language abilities at an appropriate pace with extra questions, practice tests, answers and
audio recordings on CD – free with every Student’s Book
cambridge I GCSE

Workbook
John Reynolds
A write-in book that will save you time with a range of questions for use as homework or in class.
Questions focus on the main written examination (Papers 1 and 2).

Teacher’s CD-ROM
John Reynolds
Provides guidance and support for teaching the course including an example programme of study,
detailed teaching notes, resource materials and workbook answers.

Focus on Writing
Alison Digger
Additional support for the written part of the exam to help students improve their answers and overall
grade, including authentic material written by students with critical comments from teachers.
Cambridge IGCSE® English Second Language
Student’s Book + CD-ROM 		

9781444191622

152pp

Student eTextbook 		

9781471836251 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Workbook 		

9781444191646

£6.50

Teacher’s CD 		

9781444191653 		

£95.00 + VAT

Focus on Writing

9780340928066

£23.50

72pp

264pp

£23.50

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics (0580)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Revision
resources

Ric Pimentel and Terry Wall
Fully up-to-date support from expert authors for the latest syllabus, first examined 2015.

Core and Extended Student’s Book
Third Edition

endorsed

CD-ROM

A cost-effective and straightforward way to teach this course, with all the Core and Extended
content covered by this Cambridge endorsed Student’s Book.
• Gives students the practice they require to deepen their understanding through plenty of 		
practice questions
• Consolidates learning with unique digital resources and answers on the CD, included free with every
Student’s Book

cambridge I GCSE

Core Student’s Book
Third Edition

endorsed

Cambridge endorsed book dedicated to the core level content of the latest syllabus. This text is written specifically to ensure a
more appropriate pace for core level students and provides all the support and framework to help these students improve their
skills.

Core and Extended Practice Book
Hundreds of additional questions that can be set in class or as homework to help students practise and reinforce their
knowledge of the key concepts.
• Contains a wealth of levelled questions
• Plenty of exam-style questions for exam success
• Covers the requirements of both the Core and Extended examinations, following the nine broad areas of study

Teacher’s CD-ROM
Supports both the Core and Core and Extended Student’s Books with guidance on how to teach the course, such as an example
scheme of work showing how the course can be taught over two years. It includes:
• fully worked solutions by the authors for the assessments they developed in the Student’s Books
• an example scheme of work provided by the authors that shows how the course can be taught over two years
• answers to the questions set in the Student’s Books

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics (0580)
Study and Revision Guide

NEW

Brian Seager, Mike Handbury, John Jeskins, Jean Matthews and Eddie Wilde
Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique,these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to achieve their best.
• Specifies the skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course
• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book

Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics
9781444191707 488pp

£23.50

Core and Extended Student eTextbook

9781471842566 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Print Core Student’s Book 		

9781444191721 432pp

£23.50

Core Student eTextbook 		

9781471842573 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Practice Book 		

9781444180466 192pp

£7.99

Teacher’s CD-ROM 		

9781444191745 		

£95.00 + VAT

Study and Revision Guide 		

9781471856587 184pp

£12.50

cambridge I GCSE

Print Core and Extended + CD-ROM

The Study and Revision Guide, Practice Book and Teacher’s CD-Rom have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

Cambridge IGCSE® International 						
Student
Mathematics (0607) Print endorsed
Books
Ric Pimentel and Terry Wall
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, this text builds 			
understanding through worked examples, practice exercises and free 					
online support.
• Includes clear, step-by-step instructions and illustrations on how to use both Casio and Texas
calculators
• Follows the order of the topics in the syllabus, providing full coverage of the Core and Extended
curriculum
• Plenty of worked examples and questions, including student assessments
• There are ICT, investigative, and modelling tasks throughout
Cambridge IGCSE® International Mathematics
Student’s Book 		

9781444112924

496pp

£29.99

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge IGCSE® Sciences
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Revision
resources

Cambridge IGCSE® Biology (0610)
Student’s Book: D G Mackean and Dave Hayward
Workbook and Study and Revision Guide: Dave Hayward
Laboratory Practical Book: Mike Cole

Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry (0620)
Student’s Book and Workbook: Bryan Earl and Doug Wilford
Laboratory Practical Book: Tim Greenway
Study and Revision Guide: David Besser

cambridge I GCSE

Cambridge IGCSE® Physics (0625)
Student’s Book: Tom Duncan and Heather Kennett
Workbook and Laboratory Practical Book: Heather Kennett
Study and Revision Guide: Mike Folland
Updated bestsellers and brand new accompanying support to offer comprehensive coverage of the
core and extended topics in the latest syllabuses.

Student’s Books Third Editions

endorsed

Print & Digital

CD-ROM

Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international
qualifications and include a Student’s CD-ROM featuring interactive tests and practice for all
examination papers.
• Have complete confidence with content that matches the exact order of the latest syllabuses
• Keep students engaged with full colour page designs and clear content written by top international
educators and experienced authors
• Help your students differentiate between the core and supplementary material and identify the key
knowledge with colour coded boxes
Biology has been updated by a top subject expert from the original text by D G Mackean and still
includes his renowned hand drawn illustrations.
Chemistry is closely matched to the syllabus and provides a clear definition between the core and
supplementary material.
Physics puts the practical application of the subject in contexts suitable for international students
around the world.

Workbooks
Deepen your students’ understanding of the syllabus content with these write-in workbooks, which
contain a wealth of levelled questions.

Laboratory Practical Books
Improve your students’ scientific skills and report writing with achievable experiments and simple
structured guidance. These books demonstrate the essential techniques, apparatus and materials that
students require to become accomplished scientists and so are also ideal when practical equipment is not available.

Teacher’s CD-ROMs
Save valuable time with a series of ready-made resources and an easy-to-use scheme of work that can be developed to match
your timetable. Also includes:
• Teacher notes for the Laboratory Practical Books
• Literacy activities
• A glossary, including space for students to annotate and write the word in their own language
• Answers

18
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Cambridge IGCSE® Sciences
Study and Revision Guides

NEW

Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to achieve their best.
• Specifies the skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course
• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book
Cambridge IGCSE® Biology
Student’s Book + CD		 9781444176469

384pp

£23.50

Biology Student eTextbook 		 9781471840517 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Workbook 		 9781471807268

96pp

£6.50

Laboratory Practical Book 		 9781444191615

128pp

£7.25

Teacher’s CD-ROM 		 9781444196306 		

£125.00 + VAT

Study and Revision Guide 		 9781471865138

160pp

£12.50

312pp

£23.50

Student’s Book + CD 		 9781444176445

Chemistry Student eTextbook 		 9781471840524 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Workbook 		 9781471807251

96pp

£6.50

Laboratory Practical Book 		 9781444192209

128pp

£7.25

Teacher’s CD-ROM 		 9781444196290 		

£125.00 + VAT

Study and Revision Guide 		 9781471894602

120pp

£12.50 		

336pp

£23.50

cambridge I GCSE

Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry

April 2017

Cambridge IGCSE® Physics
Student’s Book + CD 		 9781444176421

Physics Student eTextbook 		 9781471840531 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Workbook 		 9781471807244

96pp

£6.50

Laboratory Practical Book 		 9781444192193

128pp

£7.25

Teacher’s CD-ROM 		 9781444196283 		

£125.00 + VAT

Study and Revision Guide 		 9781471859687

£12.50

160pp

The Workbooks, Study & Revision Guides, Laboratory Practical Books and Teacher’s CD-ROMs have not been through the Cambridge
endorsement process

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge IGCSE® Sciences
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

IGCSE® Combined and Coordinated Science
NEW

PRINT & DIGITAL

Tom Duncan, Bryan Earl, Dave Hayward, Heather Kennett, D G Mackean, Doug Wilford
Simplify teaching for the new Combined and Coordinated Science syllabuses with this complete
all-in-one textbook, allowing you to transition between the two levels seamlessly while ensuring all
course content is covered.
• Enable students to transfer easily between levels with both syllabuses covered.
• Save time and money with all three Sciences contained in the same textbook.

CAM BR IDG E IG CSE

• Navigate easily through the course with content ordered by subject, following the organisation of
the syllabuses.

20

Student book

9781510402461

Student eTextbook

9781510402416

640pp

Email: international.sales@hodder.com

£29.99

April 2017

1 year: £20.00, 2 year: £29.99

May 2017

Cambridge IGCSE® Sciences Components
AVAILABLE FOR:
AVAILABLE FOR:

AVAILABLE FOR:

Student
Books
cambridge I GCSE

Laboratory
Practical
Books

Student
eTextbooks

IGCSE
Science
Study &
Revision
Guides
AVAILABLE FOR:

Workbooks

Teacher’s
CDs

AVAILABLE FOR:

AVAILABLE FOR:

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge IGCSE® History (0470)
Student
Books

Digital
resources

Student’s Book

endorsed

Ben Walsh and Michael Scott-Baumann
The worldwide bestseller, tailored specifically for the International Relations option route of the
latest Cambridge IGCSE® syllabus and endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations.
• Summarises complicated history and brings the 20th century to life without being simplistic through
clear, engaging and provocative author text
• Deepens students’ understanding of the content, targeting each focus point of the 20th century part
of the syllabus, while progressively building their history skills through Focus Tasks
• Develops students’ skills through original and relevant source material – written and visual – all of
which is used for historical investigation not just for illustration

cambridge I GCSE

The original edition of GCSE Modern World History by Ben Walsh (9780719577130) is still available 			
and used by Cambridge IGCSE® students across the world, who are looking for a less exam-focussed 			
approach to the content. Visit www.hoddereducation.com/history for more information.

Teaching and Learning Resources
Delivered via Dynamic Learning, the GCSE Modern World History 1: International Relations Teaching and Learning Resources
contain engaging topic-based activities and accompanying teachers notes including:
• Coherent lesson sequences with starters, main activities and revision activities
• Interactive material such as whole-class voting activities, cartoon source analysis, animated maps and diagrams
• Photos, artwork and sources from the textbook for you to use however you wish
• Carefully selected web links, activities and film clips for each topic
This also offers time saving tools to streamline your planning and ways to integrate your own trusted resources with our content.

Additional online support
Glossaries available online at Vocab Express, an interactive learning application. 						
Visit www.vocabexpress.com/hodder for more details.

Cambridge ICGSE® Modern World History
Student’s Book 			

9781444164428

312pp

£22.99

Dynamic Learning
GCSE Modern World History 1 International										
Relations Teaching and Learning Resources 		
9781444117608 		
from £150.00 + VAT*
Dynamic Learning and GCSE Modern World History have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *A small school is up to 900 students. A large school is 901+ students.
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Cambridge IGCSE® Geography (0460)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Revision
resources

Garrett Nagle and Paul Guinness
Written by the same leading authors of the first edition, these resources have specific support for
the development of key geographical skills.

Student’s Book

endorsed

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, this new edition features many new case studies
from around the world.
• Covers the three geographical themes: population and settlement, the natural environment, and
economic development
• Up-to-date case studies from around the world ensure coverage of all the required case studies
• Geographical skills and geographical investigations chapters provide specific support for these skills

Workbook
cambridge I GCSE

Accompanies the Student’s Book with plenty of extra practice questions and activities that follow the
contents and chapter order. Students write their answers in the book and keep it for study in class or at
home throughout their course.

Teacher’s CD
Save valuable time with a series of ready-made resources and an easy-to-use scheme of work that can
be developed to match your timetable. It also includes:
• Interactive tests
• Case studies
• Annotated exam answers
• World map, plus artwork and photographs from the Student’s Book for display on your whiteboard

Study and Revision Guide
Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to achieve their best.
• Specifies the skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course
• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book

Cambridge ICGSE® Geography
Student’s Book + CD

9781471807275

240pp

Student eTextbook

9781471836244 		

1 year: £15.70, 2 year: £23.50*

Workbook

9781471845130

£6.50

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781471807299 		

£125.00 + VAT

Study and Revision Guide

9781471874055

£12.50

80pp

120pp

£23.50

The Workbook, Study & Revision Guide and Teacher’s Resource have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

www.hoddereducation.com
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Cambridge IGCSE® Foreign Languages
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Cambridge IGCSE® French (0520)

NEW edition

Print & Digital

Jean-Claude Gilles, Kirsty Thathapudi, Wendy O’Mahony, Ginny March and Jayn Witt

Cambridge IGCSE® German (0525)
Marian Jones, Helen Kent, Birgit Linton, Janet Searle (original edition).
Mike Thacker (series editor)

Cambridge IGCSE® Spanish (0530)

NEW edition

Print & Digital

José Antonio García Sánchez, Tony Weston, Simon Barefoot, Mónica Morcillo Laiz, Tim
Guilford

cambridge I GCSE

Student Books
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for the new
French and Spanish titles. The German Student Book is endorsed by Cambridge International
Examinations for the latest IGCSE® (0525) and International Level 1/Level 2 Certificate (0677)
syllabuses.
Develop independent, culturally aware students with these resources that take a grammar-led
approach and include extensive exam preparation.
• Develops students’ ability to use foreign languages effectively in practice and their exams.
• Stretches and challenges students to achieve their best.
• Ensures the progression required for further study at A Level or equivalent qualifications.
• Provides insight and encourages the cultural awareness at the heart of this qualification.

Teacher’s Resources and Audio CDs
The Teacher’s Resources offer lesson support, answers and extensive audio to make the most of the
Student Book in your classroom. They each include audio-CDs of over 100 highly engaging recordings
linked directly with the Student Book, plus full transcripts of all the recordings in Word format.

Grammar Workbooks
The Grammar Workbooks build confidence with comprehensive advice and hours of ready-made
activities all focused on the essential grammar necessary to develop competent, independent
linguists.

Additional Online Support
Vocabulary will also be available online at Vocab Express, an interactive learning application. 				
Visit www.vocabexpress.com/hodder for more information.
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Cambridge IGCSE® Foreign Languages
Student
Books

Cambridge IGCSE® Mandarin Chinese

NEW

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Print & Digital

Yan Burch
Support students with a clear and concise book to lead them through the IGCSE Mandarin course;
providing guidance, exercises and examples in all key areas to improve their comprehension and
delivery of the language.
• Develop all four key skills, with speaking, listening, reading and writing integrated into every chapter
• Build stronger listening skills with recordings and transcripts, and stronger reading and writing skills
with clear explanations of grammar and answers to exercises
• Ensure correct pronunciation with Pinyin (phonetics) to shape speaking skills
• Prepare fully for the exam, with all topic areas covered and exercises following the style of
examination papers
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations towards endorsement of this title
cambridge I GCSE

Cambridge IGCSE® French
NEW

					

9781471888793

256pp £21.99 		

Student eTextbook 					

9781471888816

256pp Year 1: £14.70, Year 2: £21.99*

Grammar Workbook 					

9781444180992

64pp

Student Book Second Edition

NEW

March 2017

£6.00

				

9781471890208 		

£165.00 		

May 2017

Whiteboard eTextbook 					

9781471888823 		

From £150 for a small school 		

April 2017

Teaching and Learning Resources 					

9781471890192 		

From £150 for a small school 		

May 2017

Teacher’s CD-ROM Second Edition

Cambridge IGCSE® Spanish
NEW

					

9781471888830

256pp £21.99 		

Student eTextbook 					

9781471888861

256pp

Year 1: £14.70, Year 2: £21.99*

Grammar Workbook 					

9781444181036

64pp

£6.00

Student Book Second edition

NEW

March 2017

			

9781471890222 		

£165.00 		

May 2017

Whiteboard eTextbook 					

9781471888878 		

From £150 for a small school 		

April 2017

Teaching and Learning Resources 					

9781471890239 		

From £150 for a small school 		

May 2017

Spanish Teacher’s CD-ROM Second edition

Cambridge IGCSE German
®

					

9781471833021

192pp £22.99

Teacher’s Resource + Audio CD-ROMs 				

9781471833076

144pp £168.00

Grammar Workbook 					

9781471833182

64pp

					

9781471890253

192pp £27.50 		

NEW

9781471890284		

Student Book

endorsed

£6.00

Cambridge IGCSE® Mandarin Chinese
Student Book

NEW

Student eTextbook

					

Year 1: £14.70, Year 2: £21.99*		

March 2017
April 2017

The Teacher’s Resources, Grammar Workbooks and Vocab Express have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
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Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies (0450)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Revision
resources

Digital
resources

Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies

endorsed

Print & Digital

Fourth Edition
Karen Borrington and Peter Stimpson
Provide a true international perspective with relevant, up-to-date case studies and a free Student’s
CD in this Cambridge endorsed market leading text.
This edition provides full coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE (0450) and Cambridge O Level
Business Studies (7115).
• Reinforces understanding through a variety of activities and discussion points
• Provides examination preparation with revision questions and summaries throughout
• Written in accessible language, but with plenty of detail for students aiming for a top level grade

cambridge I GCSE

Teacher’s CD-ROM
Provides guidance on teaching the course, unique digital resources and all the answers to the exercises
in the Student’s Book.

Workbook

NEW

Karen Borrington and Peter Stimpson
Support students learning with extra practice questions and activities, tailored to topics in the IGCSE
Business Student’s Book.
• Ensure all topics are fully understood with practice activities that can be set in class or as homework.
• Save time planning homework, with post-lesson exercises that follow the contents and chapter order
of the student book

Study and Revision Guide
Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to achieve their best.
• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book

Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies
Student’s Book 		

9781444176582

368pp

£23.50

Student eTextbook 		

9781471842542 		

Year 1: £15.70, Year 2: £23.50*

Teacher’s CD-ROM 		

9781444176520 		

£125.00 + VAT

Workbook 		

9781471894633

80pp

£6.00 		

Study and Revision Guide 		

9781471856556

120pp

£12.50

March 2017*

The Study & Revision Guide, workbook and Teacher’s CD-ROM have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Economics
Student
Books

Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Economics

endorsed

Revision
resources

Print

Paul Hoang and Margaret Ducie
Help students understand and relate to Economics with this Cambridge endorsed textbook of upto-date and internationally focused examples.
• Supports English as a second or other language students with accessible content and key terms
clearly defined by experienced authors
• Consolidates understanding on a free CD-ROM of weblinks, case studies, additional activities and
answers to the questions in the textbook

Study and Revision Guide
Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to achieve their best.
• Specifies the skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course
cambridge I GCSE

• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book

Workbook
Support students throughout their Cambridge IGCSE Economics course, with plenty of extra
practice questions and activities.
• Accompanies the Cambridge IGCSE Economics and O Level student text book, following the
contents and chapter order
• Students write their answers in the book and keep it for study in class or at home throughout 		
their course

Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Economics
Student’s Book + CD

9781444196412

368pp

£23.50

Workbook

9781471845123

96pp

£6.50

Study and Revision Guide

9781471890291		

£12.50

April 2017

The Workbook and Study and Revision Guide have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
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Cambridge IGCSE® Computer Science (0478)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Student’s Book

Revision
resources

endorsed

Digital
resources

Print & Digital

CD-ROM

David Watson and Helen Williams
Develop your student’s computational thinking and programming skills with full support for this
syllabus from experienced examiners and teachers.
• Follows the order of the syllabus exactly, ensuring complete coverage
• Introduces students to self-learning exercises, helping them learn how to use their knowledge in new
scenarios
• Free online animations provide additional support for students

Teacher’s CD-ROM
Provides answers to the questions in the Student’s Book, examination questions with commentaries
and guidance for teachers on the pre-release tasks.
cambridge I GCSE

It includes:
• a scheme of work
• guidance on using the pre-release tasks (part of Paper 2)
• annotated sample exam answers at three levels
• answers for the questions in the Student’s Book

Workbook

NEW

Accompanies the Student’s Book with plenty of extra practice questions and activities that follow the
contents and chapter order. Students write their answers in the book and keep it for study in class or at
home throughout their course.

Study and Revision Guide

NEW

Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to achieve their best
• Specifies the skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course
• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book

Cambridge IGCSE® Computer Science
Student’s Book + CD

9781471809309

176pp

Student eTextbook

9781471809347		

Year 1: £15.70, Year 2: £23.50*

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781471809316 		

£125.00 + VAT

Workbook

9781471868672 		

£6.50

Study and Revision Guide

9781471868689

£12.50

96pp

£23.50

The Study & Revision Guide, Workbook and Teacher’s CD Rom have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Cambridge IGCSE® ICT (0417)
Student
Books

Student’s Book, Second Edition

Revision
resources

Digital
resources

CD-ROM

Print & Digital

endorsed

eTextbooks

Graham Brown, Brian Sargent and David Watson
The worldwide bestseller, now including Brian Sargent in the expert author team, alongside first
edition authors Graham Brown and David Watson. This book has been fully revised and updated to
cover every part of the latest Cambridge IGCSE ICT (0417) syllabus.
• Written by experts, who bring a wealth of theoretical knowledge and practical experience to both the
book and the CD
• Ensures that students are fully prepared for both the written theory paper as well as the two practical
papers
• Covers each section of the syllabus with clear explanations and plenty of tasks and activities
• Every Student’s Book includes a CD that contains source files for the tasks and activities.

Teacher’s CD-ROM
Practical and Theory Workbooks

cambridge I GCSE

Provides guidance and support for teaching the course, including additional activities for use in class.
NEW

Graham Brown and David Watson
Support students’ learning with extra practice questions and activities, tailored to topics in the IGCSE
ICT Student’s Book.
• Ensure all topics are fully understood with practice activities that can be set in class or as homework.
• Save time planning homework, with post-lesson exercises that follow the contents and chapter order of
the student book

Study and Revision Guide

NEW

Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books
send them into their exam with the confidence to aim for their best.
• Specifies the skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course
• Highlights common misconceptions and errors
• Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book

Cambridge IGCSE® ICT
Student’s Book + CD

9781471807213

311pp

£23.50

Student eTextbook

9781471840548		

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781471807237 		

£125.00 + VAT

Practical Workbook

9781471890376

80pp

£6.50

Theory Workbook

9781471890369

80pp

£6.50

Study and Revision Guide

9781471890338

120pp

£12.50

April 2017

The Teacher’s CD Rom, Study and Revision Guide and the Workbooks have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Cambridge O Level
Cambridge O Level Commerce

Student
Books

NEW

Print & Digital

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

endorsed

Dr. Alan Whitcomb
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, this new, full-colour textbook fully supports
the latest syllabus.
• Data-based structured questions and multiple choice questions at the end of every chapter
• Student activities throughout
• Key questions to aid students’ compilation of revision notes
Cambridge O Level Commerce
Student’s Book

9781471859656

216pp

£23.00

Student eTextbook 					

Cambridge O Level English

NEW

Year 1: £15.30, Year 2: £23.00*

Print & Digital

endorsed

John Reynolds and Patricia Acres
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, this new, full-colour textbook fully supports
the latest syllabus.
• Each unit focuses on a genre and includes both writing and reading tasks
• Key Skills’ sections with practice exercises
• Includes practice exam questions and exam preparation advice
• Written by experienced authors and examiners

cambridge O level

Cambridge O Level English
Student’s Book

9781471868634

208pp

Student eTextbook

9781471868665 		

£23.00
Year 1: £15.30, Year 2: £23.00*

Cambridge O Level Mathematics				
NEW

Print & Digital

endorsed

Heather West, John Jeskins, Jean Matthews, Mike Handbury and Brian Seager
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, this new, full-colour textbook fully supports
the latest syllabus.
• Includes non-calculator questions
• Supports revision through a range of past paper questions
• Written by a highly experienced team of Mathematics authors and examiners
Cambridge O Level Mathematics
Student’s Book

9781471859625

Student eTextbook				

496pp

£23.00
Year 1: £15.30, Year 2: £23.00*

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Other Olevel
subjects are supported
by our IGCSE publishing.
Please see the relevant
pages for IGCSE titles
covering Olevel Business
Studies (p.26), Economics
(p.27) and Computer
Science (p.28)

Cambridge International AS and A Level
Mathematics (9709)
Student
Books

Pure Mathematics 1
Pure Mathematics 2 and 3
Mechanics
Statistics
Ensure accessible coverage of advanced level mathematics, with detailed worked examples and
unique digital resources.

Student’s Books

endorsed

CD-ROM

Roger Porkess and Sophie Goldie
Complete coverage of the syllabus is offered in four books, which are endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations and are written by experienced authors with international teaching
experience.
• Test students’ knowledge through plenty of practice questions
• Written by experienced writers, examiners and teachers who have written extensively at this level
• Contain detailed worked examples and clear explanations for a student-friendly approach
Each book contains a free CD-ROM with ‘Test Yourself’ interactive multiple choice questions and the
unique ‘Personal Tutor’ resource, which offers audio-visual step-by-step worked examples of examstyle questions for further revision and practice.

Practice Books
Greg Port
Contain hundreds of rigorous practice questions, including ones from past Cambridge exam papers
to help deepen your students’ understanding and prepare them for assessment. They are ideal as a
course companion, as additional work in class or for homework.

Student’s Books
9781444146448

320pp

£26.99

Pure Mathematics 2 and 3 + CD		

9781444146462

352pp

£26.99

Statistics + CD		

9781444146509

352pp

£26.99

Mechanics + CD		

9781444146486

368pp

£26.99

Pure Mathematics 1 		

9781444196337

272pp

£14.50

Pure Mathematics 2 and 3 		

9781444196320

352pp

£14.50

Statistics 		

9781444197686

304pp

£14.50

Mechanics 		

9781444196313

320pp

£14.50

cambridge advanced

Pure Mathematics 1 + CD		

Practice Books

The Practice Books have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
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Cambridge International AS and A Level
Science
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology (9700)
Student’s Book: C J Clegg
Revision Guide: Mary Jones

Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry (9701)
Student’s Book: Peter Cann and Peter Hughes
Revision Guide: David Bevan

Cambridge International AS and A Level Physics (9702)
Student’s Book: Mike Crundell, Geoff Goodwin and Chris Mee
Revision Guide: Richard Woodside
Foster a deeper understanding of theoretical concepts through clear guidance and opportunities for
self-assessment throughout.

Student’s Books

endorsed

Print & Digital

CD-ROM

The Student’s Books are endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest AS and A
Level Biology, Chemistry and Physics syllabuses, for first examination 2016.
They are clearly divided into separate sections for AS and A Level making it easier to differentiate,
whether your students are studying both the AS and the A Level or taking the AS examinations at the
end of their first year.
• Focus learning with learning outcomes clearly defined at the beginning of each section
• Improve exam performance with past paper and exam-style questions to help test knowledge and
understanding
These books will also help you address the Key Concepts in the new syllabuses. These are clearly
highlighted throughout the text to help students to see the ‘bigger picture’ and to make connections
within the subject.
The Revision and Practice CD included with every Student’s Book provides:
• interactive tests
• summaries of each topic

cambridge advanced

• advice on examination techniques
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Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student

Email: international.sales@hodder.com

Cambridge International AS and A Level
Science

Revision Guides
Exam-focused texts that guide students through the essential content and skills required.
• Expert tips clarify key points and highlight common mistakes
• Helps students manage their revision with a planner
• Includes exam-style and end of topic questions

Teacher’s CD-ROMs
Comprehensive teacher support and guidance for the latest syllabus.
Developed by experienced authors and teachers to offer you guidance and support.
They include:
• answers to the end of topic examination questions in the Student’s Book
• teaching tips and ideas for delivery
• annotated sample exam answers at three levels
• the interactive tests and content in the Student’s CD-ROMs

Biology
Student’s Book + CD-ROM

9781444175349

472pp

Student eTextbook

9781471840470 		

1 year: £25.00, 2 year: £37.50*

Revision Guide

9781471828874

£14.99

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781444181425 		

£125.00 + VAT

Student’s Book + CD-ROM

9781444181333

£37.50

Student eTextbook

9781471840494 		

1 year: £25.00, 2 year: £37.50*

Revision Guide

9781471829406

£14.99

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781444181357 		

£125.00 + VAT

Student’s Book + CD-ROM

9781471809217

£37.50

Student eTextbook

9781471809248 		

1 year: £25.00, 2 year: £37.50*

Revision Guide

9781471829437

£14.99

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781471809255 		

256pp

£37.50

Chemistry
560pp

272pp

Physics
416pp

cambridge advanced

256pp

£125.00 + VAT

The Revision Guides and Teacher’s CD-ROMs have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
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Cambridge International AS and A Level
Geography (9696)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Student’s Book, Second Edition

endorsed

Print & Digital

Garrett Nagle and Paul Guinness
This new edition for the revised 2018 syllabus has been endorsed by Cambridge International
Examinations
• Fully supports the content of the syllabus
• Written by the same renowned author team as the first edition and the bestselling Cambridge
IGCSE® Geography Textbook
• Fully updated with contemporary international case studies.

Teacher’s CD-ROM
Includes interactive tests, selected artworks and photos from the textbook, answers to questions in the
skills workbook, and annotated answers to examination questions at three levels.

Skills Workbook
Helps students to develop geographical skills, in line with the new syllabus’s greater emphasis on this
area of study.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Geography
Student’s Book

9781471868566

488pp

Student eTextbook

9781471868597 		

1 year: £26.67, 2 year: £40.00*

Teacher’s CD

9781471873799 		

£125.00 + VAT

Skills Workbook

9781471873768

£8.50

80pp

£42.00

The Teacher’s CD and Skills workbook have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.

cambridge advanced

Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
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Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Cambridge International AS and A Level
Business (9609)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Revision
resources

Digital
resources

Student’s Book authors: Malcolm Surridge and Andrew Gillespie
Revision Guide authors: Sandie Harrison and David Milner
All the key knowledge students need for success through a wide range of international case studies
and comprehensive exam preparation.

Student’s Book

endorsed

Print & Digital

CD-ROM

This book covers the entire syllabus, but is divided into separate sections for AS and A Level. There is a
free CD-ROM included with the textbook which includes interactive tests, selected answers, additional
activities and a glossary.
• Covers the full content of AS and A Level in two separate sections
• Written by experienced examiners and authors
• Includes a wide variety of case studies from around the world

Revision Guide
Written by experienced authors and examiners to provide a path through the content of the course in a
structured format, focusing on the skills required for exam success.
• Plan and pace revision with the revision planner
• Expert tips and advice clarify key points and highlight typical mistakes
• Let students practise and test themselves with end-of-topic questions, plus exam-style questions and
answers

Teacher’s CD-ROM
Contains a range of features that will help you save time and deliver the course, including sample
examination answers at different levels, annotated by an examiner.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Business
Student’s Book + CD

9781444181395

504pp

Student eTextbook

9781471840487 		

1 year: £20.00, 2 year: £30.00*

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781444181418 		

£125.00 + VAT

Revision Guide

9781471847707

£14.99

208pp

£32.50

cambridge advanced

The Teacher’s CD-ROM and Revision Guide have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
Subscriptions are for: *1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Cambridge International AS and A Level
Economics (9708) and Accounting (9706)
Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics
Student’s Book author: Peter Smith
Revision Guide author: Terry Cook

CD-ROM

Provide your students with an accessible and international perspective on economics.

Student’s Book

endorsed

Print & Digital

• Fully supports the syllabus with AS and A Level in two separate sections for ease of teaching
• Includes past paper questions from Cambridge International Examinations

Revision Guide
For students taking the latest syllabus from 2016, this guide contains expert tips and practical ways to
plan and pace revision.

Teacher’s CD-ROM
Contains a range of features that will help you save time and deliver the course.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics
Student’s Book + CD

9781444181364

296pp

Student eTextbook

9781471840500 		

1 year £20.00, 2 year £30.00

Teacher’s CD-ROM

9781444181388 		

£125.00 + VAT

Revision Guide

9781471847738

£14.99

176pp

£32.50

The Teacher’s CD and Revision Guide have not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting
endorsed

CD-ROM

cambridge advanced

Student’s Book author: Ian Harrison
Revision Guide authors: Ian Harrison and Mike Hillman
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, the Student’s Book includes separate sections
for AS and A Level, and content structured to the syllabus.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting Revision Guide 		
Second Edition
The new edition of the Revision Guide for students sitting examinations from 2016, will help them get
set with step-by-step support from experienced examiners and practical ways to plan and pace revision.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting
Student’s Book + CD

9781444181432

608pp

Student eTextbook

9781471840463 		

1 year: £20.00, 2 year: £30.00

Revision Guide Second Edition

9781471847677

£14.99

208pp

The Revision Guide has not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
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£32.50

Cambridge International AS and A Level
Law (9084) and Psychology (9990)
Cambridge International AS and 						
Digital
A level Law NEW Print & Digital
Student
eTextbooks
resources
Jacquie Martin, Tim Wilshire, Jayne Fry and Sue Teal

Books

We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this Student’s
Book, which offers insight from an experienced author team.
• The only dedicated textbook for the latest syllabus
• Content ordered to match the specification with insights from expert authors
• Ensures relevance with up-to-date case examples from around the world
• Prepares students for assessment with examination questions

Cambridge International AS and A level Law
Student’s Book

9781471866487

608pp

Student eTextbook
April 2017

9781471866517 		

£42.00

March 2017

£14.66 per student for 1 year’s access

Cambridge International AS and A Level 				
Psychology Revision Guide

Revision
resources

David Clarke
Let students manage their own revision with step-by-step support from an expert.
• Helps students avoid common mistakes with advice from an experienced examiner
• Builds knowledge of key theories and studies with research summaries and evaluation notes
• Improves exam skills with self-testing and exam-style questions and answers
Cambridge International AS and A Level Psychology
Revision Guide

9781444181456

208pp

£14.99

cambridge advanced

This title has not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
This edition was published for the 2013 syllabus. A second edition will be publishing in 2018 for the 2018 syllabus.
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REVI EW MA GA ZI NES

Philip Allan Review Magazines
Print Magazines
With over 16 titles to choose from (14 for A Level and 2 for GCSE) Review Magazines expand student
knowledge and help develop skills for independent learning, as well as providing stimulus material for
classroom discussion.

Magazine Archives

Digital

Each archive has up to 22 years’ worth of back issues for you to browse, print or read online. A
subscription gives all staff and students unlimited access to these resources at home or at school ideal to use for lesson preparation and revision/extension work. Recent volumes of the magazines also
include free online resources with each issue to develop topics explored in each issue.

eMagazines

Digital

The latest volume of our A-level and GCSE Magazines are now available as eMagazines.
Downloadable and interactive, eMagazines enable students to develop their independent learning
skills and study on the move across two separate devices via the Dynamic Reader App*
*Available on iOS for iPad and Android. Copies are allocated to students via Dynamic Learning.
				

Print

eMagazines	Online Archives*

A Level
20th Century History Review

9781471857195

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

A-Level Law Review

9781471857546

£28.00

£16.00

£80/£100

Biological Sciences Review

9781471856648

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Business Review

9781471856945

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Chemistry Review

9781471856990

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Economic Review

9781471857041

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Geography Review

9781471857140

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

PE Review

9781471857584

£28.00

£16.00

£80/£100

Physics Review

9781471857294

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Politics Review

9781471857348

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Psychology Review

9781471857393

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Religious Studies Review

9781471857621

£28.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Sociology Review

9781471857447

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

The English Review

9781471857096

£38.00

£20.00

£150/£175

Wideworld Magazine

9781471857492

£22.00

£10.00

£50/£60

Hindsight Magazine

9781471857669

£22.00

£10.00

£50/£60

GCSE

*Prices for small school (900 or less students) and large school subscriptions (901 + Students )
All prices are for one year’s subscription only
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Revision & Question
Practice

Ready-made resources, multimedia content, lesson
planning tools, self-marking tests and progress reporting:

Exam-style questions, sample answers
and examiner comments:

• Group resources, plan, and deliver
outstanding lessons using the Lesson
Builder tool.
• Share lessons and resources with
students and colleagues.
• Monitor student progress through
interactive tests.

• Work through each element of the
exam as a class.
• Assign timed exam-style questions as
classroom activities or homework.
• Get exam guidance with
subject-specific advice and tips.

Student eTextbooks

Whiteboard eTextbooks

Downloadable versions of the printed
textbook that are assigned to individual
students.

Online interactive versions of the
printed textbookfor front-of-class
teaching

• Use on any device, with on-the-go
access via the Dynamic Reader App.
• Add, edit and synchronise notes across
2 devices.
• Choose from 1, 2 or 3-year access
options - all cheaper than the printed
textbook.

• Display interactive pages
to your class, add notes and
highlight areas.
• Launch the accompanying
Teaching & Learning. Resources
for each page when you subscribe
to both.

DYNA MIC LEA RNING

Teaching & Learning
Resources

Find out more about Dynamic Learning at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning

eBooks
Many of our titles are also available as single copy eBooks. These digital versions of our textbooks can be read on most devices
and are available from some or all of the following websites:
Dawsonera			Google 				
Overdrive		
Amazon 				
dawsonbooks.co.uk
play.google.com
overdrive.com
amazon.co.uk
Ebooks.com 			
Apple 				
ebooks.com
apple.com

Kobo 				
ProQuest		
kobobooks.com
proquest.com

Blackwel ls			
bookshop.blackwell.co.uk

EBSCO 				
Kortext 				
RM Books		
ebscohost.com
Kortext.com
rmbookshelf.com

Brown Books for Students 		
brownsbfs.co.uk

Education Umbrella
educationumbrella.com

Myilibrary			
Waterstones		
myilibrary.com
waterstones.com

www.hoddereducation.com
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Teacher Workshops
Our free workshops, across a range of levels and subjects,
have provided invaluable support to over 2000 teachers
across five continents since 2011.
They are delivered by Katie Mackenzie Stuart, who has taught English, Maths and
Science and has over 20 years of experience publishing primary and secondary
educational books across a range of subjects.

“Excellent, inspirational, relevant to the needs 			
in the classroom.”
Primary Teacher, Jamaica

“Helpful and clarified what is in the new 				
(Cambridge Checkpoint) framework.”
Secondary Teacher, Indonesia

How to Book
Learn more about upcoming workshops and book your place via your local
Hodder Education representative online at www.hoddereducation.com/agents
Also please let your local representative know if you’d like us to arrange a
workshop in your area, on a specific topic or subject.

Become a Hodder
Education School by
adopting the Hodder
Cambridge Primary
Community
series in your school.
Receive a certificate and free introduction pack,
including a free Hodder Cambridge Primary
sticker pack and wall chart.
13

For more information please visit www.hoddereducation.com/community

www.hoddereducation.com

Customer Services:
Tel: +44 (0)203 122 7399 Email: international.sales@hodder.co.uk
To find your local Hodder Education representative visit www.hoddereducation.com/agents

Evaluate titles free for 30 days online
If you’re registered to a school or college you can sign-up for free eInspection Copies in three easy steps.
u


Find the book at www.hoddereducation.com and select the ‘Order eInspection copy’ link from the
left hand menu. This adds it to your basket.

v


Go to your basket and checkout. If you don’t already have an account with us, you’ll need to register
as a teacher at your institution – this only takes a minute!

w


Once available, a link to the eInspection Copy will be sent to your email address – click for instant
access or share the link freely with your colleagues.

Student eTextbooks
Many of our Student’s Books are available in print and two digital formats via the 			
Dynamic Learning platform.
eTextbooks
Student eTextbooks are allocated to students for up to two years so they can download 		
and use offline on their own device.
Visit www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning to learn more and trial titles free for 30 days.
Many of our titles are also available as single copy eBooks. These are bought individually from ebook suppliers.
For details of your local ebook supplier please email international.sales@hodder.co.uk or visit
www.hoddereducation.com/ebooks for more information.

Please recycle when you have finished with this catalogue.

ISBN: 9781510415584

